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'Imagine The Rolling Stones jamming with The Beta Band at a Scissors Sister gig and you'll get an idea

of where this demo is coming from'. Catriona Killin, Glasgow Daily Record 9 MP3 Songs POP: British

Pop, POP: California Pop Details: I've started on my third sound project now and have written one track

called Hippie Girl which you can hear on the website link under the LISTEN page. I hope on this next

album to get a more live sound by using a real drummer and perhaps put a band together. Currently in

discussions for something in the early spring of 2006. Looking forward to that, but much work to be done

between now and then to get the live thing together. Meanwhile, this album is currently being repressed

and should be available by November all things permitting. I really enjoyed making this album and have

been surprised at the traffic that has visited my website since. Well if the press is anything to go by,

please read an article by The Scottish Daily Record (Scotland's largest national press) below.Remember

Glasgow is the town that's home to Franz Ferdinand, Dogs Die in Hot Cars, Belle and Sebastian, The

Delgados, Mogwai, Primal Scream, The Soup Dragons etc, etc. I reckon my stuff is both more retro and

mainstream than these artists if that is a possibility. Friends often talk the truth and my mates have

described it as The Black Keys, David Bowie, The Doors, Goldfrapp, Air, Beck, and stuff in that vein. The

review below takes a different slant, but I'm sure you can visit the website and judge for yourself. If you

buy the repressed version of this album, you get the updated and tweaked masters that are improved

digitally. Also a version of the video for Spaceracejunky. Anyway that review now... Electrobuddha is the

creation of Mark McCaffer and this debut is a gloriously sexy, groove-scored cut. Bleep, Whirr, Disco is a

subversive hybrid of the most eclectic mix. Imagine The Rolling Stones jamming with The Beta Band at a

Scissors Sister gig and you'll get an idea of where this album is coming from. Then add a packed

Seventies disco with Jimi Hendrix and James Brown sharing DJ duties. Bizarrely, the vocals most closely
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call to mind Neil Hannon of Divine Comedy and it's mighty odd pairing, over the bleeping, whirring,

psychedelic disco sound that Electrobuddha has created. If McCaffer can recreate this live, it will be one

hell of a show. Catriona Killin. Catriona Killen - Daily Record, Glasgow, Scotland
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